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To control the pulsed laser deposition synthesis, knowledge on the relationship between the plasma

plume and the grown thin film is required. We show that the oxidation of species in the plasma

plume still affects the SrVO3 growth even at low oxygen partial pressures. Optical emission

spectroscopy measurements for the plasma plume at different growth conditions were correlated

with the film properties determined by Atomic force microscopy, X-ray diffraction, and transport. At

reducing oxygen pressures, the background argon pressure can affect the oxidation in the plasma

plume, which in turn controls the growth kinetics, stoichiometry, and electrical properties of the

films. VC 2018 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a
Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5049792

Transition metal oxides with the perovskite structure

have received a lot of interest in recent years due to their

broad range of properties, such as metal-to-insulator transi-

tions, ferroelectricity, and superconductivity. These proper-

ties open the way for novel applications, for example,

transistors, switches, and sensors.1–3

The material properties of thin films are related to surface

morphology and crystal quality, which in turn are mostly

determined by surface growth kinetics. Pulsed laser deposi-

tion (PLD) is a widely used thin film deposition technique.

One of the most cited reasons for its popularity is that it ena-

bles the deposition of a broad range of materials that can be

stoichiometrically transferred from targets to substrates.

However, in reality, the exact distribution and nature of spe-

cies that are being transferred, and their influence on the sur-

face kinetics and growing films are still little known. The

most generally adopted model is that the kinetic energy of the

arriving species is the key parameter to determine the type of

the growth mechanism.4,5 The relationship between the ambi-

ent gas pressure and kinetic propagation characteristics of the

expanding plasma plume is well-known: the plasma propaga-

tion behaviour evolves from thermalized to drag with the

increasing background gas pressure.6,7 The model suggests

that the increased kinetic energy of the species at lower back-

ground gas pressures improves surface diffusion which is

favourable to the crystallinity and the smoothness of the

films.8,9 More recent work has shown that oxidation of the

arriving species also plays a role in controlling the smooth-

ness and stoichiometry of the grown films.10 In the pressure

range where the kinetic transition occurs, the authors investi-

gated the SrTiO3 growth at varying oxygen pressures in the

range from 0.01 mbar to 0.1 mbar. In contrast to the kinetic

model, this work showed that stoichiometric and smooth films

were obtained at higher oxygen pressures. The titanium atoms

are oxidized to TiO2 in the plasma plume at increased oxygen

pressure, and Ti4þ is the most steady oxidation state for

Titanium. Based on previous studies of plasma chemistry and

thin film growth, which were conducted at relatively high

absolute oxygen pressure, the question addressed in this study

is whether oxidation of species plays any role at much lower

oxygen pressure. SrVO3 is a good material system to study

the influence of the growth parameters on oxide thin film

characteristics such as stoichiometry and surface morphology

in a low oxygen pressure range. SrVO3 can only be grown at

very low oxygen (partial) pressure since over-oxidized V5þ

hampers perovskite SrVO3 to be formed. V4þ in SrVO3 has

tendency to dismutate: V4þ can be over-oxidized to V5þ at

high oxygen pressure, and oxygen vacancies can also be

formed under reducing conditions.11,12 SrVO3 recently gains

a lot of attention due to its high electrical conductivity.12,13

Although SrRuO3 has been widely used as an electrode layer

in the oxide thin film heterostructure and this material fulfils

most requirements in many applications,14–18 a much lower

resistance is still desired for high frequency applications to

reduce conduction losses. SrVO3 has also been studied

recently as a transparent conductor19 and has been widely

studied in theoretical modes as a correlated system.20,21 To

investigate whether the nature of species has an influence on

the thin film growth at low oxygen pressure, we grew the

SrVO3 films at varying total pressures or varying oxygen par-

tial pressures.

For a typical used target-to-substrate (T-S) distance of

50 mm, the change in kinetic propagation behaviour of the

species occurs above 0.01 mbar.7,10 At low oxygen pressure,

an argon pressure was introduced to control the propagation

of the expanding plasma plume. All of thin films were grown

using a PLD system equipped with reflection high energy

electron diffraction (RHEED). During growth, all films were

monitored using RHEED to study the growth kinetics and

the in-plane crystal structure. A thermal and chemical treat-

ment was applied to achieve the single TiO2 terminated

SrTiO3 (100) (STO) substrates.22 A KrF excimer laser

(k¼ 248 nm) at a fluency of 2 J/cm2 and a repetition rate of

1 Hz was used. Temperature was kept at 600 �C. Foura)Electronic mail: g.koster@utwente.nl
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samples in the first set were grown in the argon pressures of

0.01 mbar, 0.02 mbar, 0.025 mbar, and 0.04 mbar with the

same oxygen partial pressure of 1� 10�5 mbar. The second

set of samples were deposited in the 0.025 mbar argon pres-

sure with different oxygen partial pressures of 1� 10�6

mbar, 5� 10�6 mbar, and 1� 10�5 mbar. With a constant

background total pressure, and only varying the oxygen par-

tial pressure, we should be able to separate the effects of oxi-

dation and plasma species kinetics. The thickness of the

films is kept at about 30 nm in this study.

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) (Bruker) in the tapping

mode was used for characterizing the topography of the

obtained films, which indicates the type of the growth mech-

anism. X-ray diffraction (XRD) (Xpert panalytical MRD)

was used to characterize the crystal structure of the thin

films. The out-of-plane lattice constant can be derived by

performing 2h/x symmetrical scans around the (002) Bragg

reflection of the SrTiO3 substrate to indicate the stoichiome-

try of grown films. Transport properties were measured in

the van der Pauw geometry using a Quantum Design

Physical Properties Measurement System (QD PPMS) in the

temperature range of 2 K–300 K.

To correlate the changes in nature of species being

transferred with crystallinity and smoothness of the films,

optical emission spectroscopy (OES) measurements for the

SrVO3 plume were performed at the thin film growth condi-

tions. An intensified charge coupled device (ICCD) camera

(Andor New iStar) connected with a spectrograph (Andor’s

Shamarock) was used to collect the data. The targets of SrO,

V2O5, and V2O3 were also inspected to get information about

the individual element in SrVO3. The wavelength scale was

calibrated using reference database.23 We focus on the wave-

length in the range from 470 nm to 530 nm for neutral

Strontium and in the range from 600 nm to 640 nm for oxi-

dized Vanadium. A bandpass of 257 nm and a spectral reso-

lution of 1.5 nm can be obtained by using a 1024� 1024

pixel array and a 300 lines/mm grating. Each spectrum was

taken at different delay times s after the target ablated.

Figure 1 shows AFM images and the corresponding

cross-sectional profiles of the samples grown at argon pres-

sures ranging from 0.01 mbar to 0.04 mbar with the oxygen

partial pressure of 1� 10�5 mbar. The insets correspond to

the RHEED diffraction patterns in the [01] direction after

growth. The films grown at pressures below 0.025 mbar have

an island morphology, and the step-terrace structure of the

substrate is barely visible [see Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)]. The cor-

responding RHEED patterns are so-called streaky patterns,

which are indicative of a still relatively two dimensional flat

and crystalline surface. The peak-to-peak height difference

is about 0.5 nm for these films as seen in the cross-sectional

profiles. On the other hand, the step-terrace structure is more

clearly observed for the film grown at 0.025 mbar [shown in

Fig. 1(c)]. Presumably, step-flow-like growth has occurred at

the latter condition. The RHEED specular intensity versus

time for this film is shown in Fig. S1, which additionally sup-

ports step-flow-like growth. The cross-sectional profile

shows that the peak-to-peak height difference is about 1 nm.

This value is higher than that in the previous two samples

because in addition to the flat terraces, the image also reveals

trenches at the edge of each terrace. Their origin is not fully

understood; however, similar trenches have been seen in

SrRuO3 thin films, which are related to the surface termina-

tion.14 Finally, Fig. 1(d) shows that 3D islands are formed

for the film deposited at 0.04 mbar, with heights of more

than 4 nm. It is also confirmed by RHEED showing a 3D

transmission pattern.

Figure 2 shows AFM images of the films grown at vary-

ing oxygen partial pressures of 1� 10�6 mbar, 5� 10�6

mbar, and 1� 10�5 mbar with the constant argon pressure of

0.025 mbar. AFM images show a layer-by-layer growth

mode for the film grown at the 1� 10�6 mbar and 5� 10�6

mbar. At 1� 10�6 mbar, Fig. 2(a) shows that the initial ter-

race morphology of the substrate surface is still visible.

However, the morphology consists of very small islands on

the terraces. The islands are too small to cover the terrace

FIG. 1. AFM images of the SrVO3 thin film grown at the same oxygen par-

tial pressure of 1� 10�5 mbar and varying argon background pressures of

(a) 0.01 mbar, (b) 0.02 mbar, (c) 0.025 mbar, and (d) 0.04 mbar. Each inset

shows the RHEED pattern, and a cross-section at each white line is shown

below the AFM image.

FIG. 2. AFM images of the SrVO3 thin film grown at oxygen partial pres-

sures of (a) 1� 10�6 mbar, (b) 5� 10�6 mbar, and (c) 1� 10�5 mbar with

the same argon pressure of 0.025 mbar. Each inset shows the RHEED pat-

tern, and a cross-section at each white line is shown below the AFM image.
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edge in the substrate. The cross-sectional profile shows that

the peak-to-peak difference is about 1 nm. The inset RHEED

pattern shows a streaky pattern. The arriving species are

more likely to be nucleated in Fig. 2(b). The size of islands

in Fig. 2(b) is larger than that of islands in Fig. 2(a). The

large islands appear to cover the terrace edges explaining

the absence of surface imprint of the substrate vicinal steps.

The peak-to-peak difference is 1 nm as shown in the cross-

sectional profile. The inset RHEED pattern also shows a so-

called streaky pattern. Figure 2(c), the same image as shown in

Fig. 1(c), shows a clear step-terrace structure for the film grown

at 1� 10�5 mbar. This is an evidence for a step-flow-like

growth mode. The Kikuchi lines are visible in the correspond-

ing RHEED pattern, which indicates a highly ordered surface.

Figure 3(a) shows XRD 00l scans around the (002)

Bragg reflection of SrTiO3 for the films grown at varying

argon pressures. AFM images of these samples are shown in

Fig. 1. The (002) film peaks of SrVO3 are indicated by black

arrows. The measurements are fitted using the Stepanov

model for quantitative analysis,24 and the corresponding out-

of-plane lattice parameters are shown in Table I. The recip-

rocal mapping around SrTiO3 (103) (see Fig. S2) showed

that the SrVO3 film is fully in-plane strained by the SrTiO3

substrate. The equi-biaxial strain in the film plane due to the

lattice mismatch between STO (3.905 Å) and SVO (3.842 Å)

is 1.64%. Assuming that Poisson’s ratio for SVO is 0.28

(Ref. 12), the expected out-of-plane lattice parameter for the

stoichiometric SVO film is 3.793 Å. An increase in the film

c-axis length corresponds to an increase in the unit cell vol-

ume which is caused by cation nonstoichiometry or point

defects in the lattice.10,12 As the out-of-plane lattice parame-

ter decreases with the increasing argon pressure, the film

grown at higher pressure is closer to stoichiometry. The

Laue fringes around the film peaks originating from the

coherence between individual layers in the film are observed

for the film grown at 0.01 mbar, 0.02 mbar, and 0.025 mbar,

which also indicate a high degree of crystallinity. The thick-

ness d of the grown film, listed in Table I, can also be

derived from the spacing of the Laue fringes.

Figure 3(b) shows the XRD 00l measurement of films

grown at varying oxygen partial pressures. AFM images of

these samples are shown in Fig. 2. The out-of-plane lattice

parameter and the thickness for the obtained films are shown

in Table I using the same fitting algorithm. Again, an

increased thin film c-axis length corresponds to an increase

in the unit cell volume which results from point defects in

the lattice. The XRD results suggest that the films grown at

increasing oxygen partial pressure get closer to the stoichio-

metric composition.

The temperature dependence of electrical resistivity was

measured in the temperature range of 2 K–300 K, as shown

in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d). All the samples show metallic behav-

iour: the resistivity decreases with the decreasing tempera-

ture. Furthermore, the electrical resistivity as a function of

temperature can be fitted by a q¼ q0 þAT2 relation (see pur-

ple dashed line), which is characteristic of a Fermi liquid

behaviour. The fitting parameters are reported in Table S1.

The lowest resistivity of 90 lX cm at room temperature is

obtained for the film with the smoothest surface and the best

stoichiometry, which is grown at a 0.025 mbar argon pres-

sure with the oxygen partial pressure of 1� 10�5 mbar. In

order to be able to convincingly exclude a contribution from

the substrate, a bare STO substrate, which has been subjected

to growth conditions of SVO, but without the actual deposi-

tion taking place, was measured by an insulation tester

(Fluke 1507). The sample remained highly insulating with a

resistivity of 146 MX cm. In addition, the same SVO thin

film has been grown on the (LaAlO3)0.3(Sr2AlTa6)0.7 (LSAT)

substrate, a material that should not be reducible under any

condition, at the optimal growth conditions. The resistivity

of the film at room temperature is about 70 lX cm (see Fig.

S3), which is even lower than the resistivity of the film

grown on the STO substrate (90 lX cm). We think that these

data can also be a strong evidence to rule out the contribution

from the STO substrate.

To investigate the composition of the plasma plume at

varying growth conditions, the optical emission spectroscopy

(OES) measurement was performed on the expanding plume.

Although these measurements only interpret the results qual-

itatively, they can still indicate the relative abundance of spe-

cies in different growth conditions. To help identifying the

spectrum for individual elements (Sr and V) in SrVO3,

FIG. 3. XRD 00l scans around the (002) Bragg reflection of SrTiO3 for the

SrVO3 thin film grown at (a) an oxygen partial pressure of 1� 10�5 mbar

with the varying argon pressures and (b) at an argon pressure of 0.025 mbar

with the varying oxygen partial pressures. SrVO3 film peaks are indicated by

black arrows. Temperature-dependent resistivity q for deposited SrVO3 films

grown at (c) varying argon pressures and (d) varying oxygen partial pressures.

The purple dashed line shows the fitting of q¼q0 þAT2 for each film.

TABLE I. Overview of lattice parameters and thickness derived from the

XRD scans for all samples.

PAr=PO2
ðmbarÞ Caxis (Å) d (nm) No. of pulses

0.01/1� 10�5 3.853 6 0.001 31.0 6 0.5 900

0.02/1� 10�5 3.833 6 0.001 34.0 6 0.2 950

0.025/1 3 1025 3.826 6 0.001 31.0 6 0.2 900

0.04/1� 10�5 3.819 6 0.001 30.0 6 0.5 900

0.025/1� 10�6 3.870 6 0.001 30.0 6 0.2 900

0.025/5� 10�6 3.846 6 0.001 30.0 6 0.2 900
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plasma using different targets of V2O3, V2O5, and SrO was

imaged (shown in Fig. S4). Their images indicate that the

spectra at the wavelength between 470 nm and 530 nm corre-

sponds to neutral Strontium, and the spectra at the wave-

length between 600 nm and 640 nm corresponds to oxidized

Vanadium. The spectra of the oxidized Vanadium in the

plasma plume of the SrVO3 target are normalized by the

maximum intensity of the plume expanding at 0.04 mbar, as

shown in Fig. 4. SrVO3 was ablated at varying total argon

pressures of 0.01 mbar, 0.025 mbar, and 0.04 mbar with the

same oxygen partial pressure of 1� 10�5 mbar. At s¼ 1.5

ls, the intensity of all peaks corresponding to oxidized

Vanadium is very low, since the species in plume mostly are

neutral just after the target to be ablated. For the measure-

ment at 0.01 mbar, the intensity of the peak at a wavelength

of 620 nm does not change over time (see the black line). At

0.025 mbar and 0.04 mbar, presented in red and blue lines,

the intensity of the peak at 620 nm rapidly increases after 4.5

ls. At s¼ 5.5 ls, the intensity of this peak for 0.04 mbar is

higher than that of the peak for 0.025 mbar (see blue and red

lines). The amount of the oxidized Vanadium in the plume

increases with the increasing total argon pressure. This phe-

nomenon is likely to be caused by the plume confinement

due to scattering resulting from the increasing argon pres-

sure. In addition, the plume expands more slowly at higher

pressure, causing more species to be oxidized in the plasma

plume.

The results from the structural investigation and the

plasma plume analysis show the relationship between the

thin film characteristics and the species in the plume. The

XRD characterization shows that the c-axis of the grown

films was dependent on the total argon pressure. It indicates

that the stoichiometry of the thin films is the function of the

increasing total pressure. The growth kinetics was indicated

by the surface morphology study using AFM. At a 0.025

mbar argon pressure, presumably, step-flow-like growth

mode has occurred, implying the improved surface diffusiv-

ity at this condition. However, the 3D growth mode occurred

for the film grown at 0.04 mbar, indicating the limited mobil-

ity of particles at the substrate. The optimal room tempera-

ture resistivity of 90 lX cm was obtained for the film with

the optimal crystalline structure and smooth surface mor-

phology. The spectrum analysis indicates that the oxidized

Vanadium in the plume was formed when the pressure

increased to 0.025 mbar. An increased amount of oxidized

species was observed at the pressure of 0.04 mbar. These

correlations strongly suggest that the oxidized species in

plasma plume are a necessary requirement for the stoichio-

metric growth of thin film of SrVO3. The amount of oxidized

species determines the surface diffusivity at the substrate for

the films grown with the optimal at an argon pressure of

0.025 mbar. Apparently, an excess of oxidized species at an

argon pressure of 0.04 mbar can cause the over-oxidation.

We speculate that mostly 4þ Vanadium is necessary to

obtain the perovskite phase of SrVO3. The kinetic model

proposed in previous works assumes that the diffusion acti-

vation energy increases with the increasing pressure.8,9 The

model assumes that changing kinetics of arriving species

affects the surface diffusivity. However, in this work surface,

smoothening and stoichiometric improvement are observed

with the increasing background pressure up to 0.025 mbar.

Therefore, we suggest that the enhanced surface diffusivity

and improved stoichiometry are also dependent on oxidation

of arriving species. A similar transition in the thin film stoi-

chiometry and the surface morphology is observed for the

films grown at varying oxygen partial pressures with the total

pressure of 0.025 mbar. Since the kinetic energy does not

change, this supports the model of having the oxidation of

arriving species to be an important parameter to affect the

thin film growth. This suggests that oxidation of arriving spe-

cies not only could determine the surface diffusion energies

but also could play a role in the competition between the for-

mation of different phases, either through preferred nucle-

ation or kinetically enhanced growth of island. These are

topics for future investigations.

To further substantiate this model, in the supplemen-

tary material (see Figs. S6 and S7), the structural property

and surface morphology of the film grown at varying

target-to-substrate (T-S) distances are investigated. The

total argon pressure and the oxygen partial pressure were

kept at 0.035 mbar (higher than the optimal pressure

observed in previous experiments) and 1� 10�5 mbar,

respectively. We observed the similar transition in the thin

film stoichiometry and the surface morphology with the

increasing T-S distance. A non-stoichiometry film was

obtained at 28 mm. The step-flow-like growth occurred at

the film grown at 42 mm, indicating the improved surface

diffusivity by oxidized species. The 3D islands are

observed for the film grown at 50 mm, implying an excess

of the oxidized species. The plasma plume study suggests

that the amount of oxidized species in the plume increases

with the plume propagation from the target to the substrate

at this pressure. This result also supports that surface diffu-

sivity and film stoichiometry are dependent on oxidation of

the arriving species at the substrate.

From the correlation between the thin film properties

determined by AFM and XRD and the plasma plume compo-

sition analysed by OES measurements, we conclude that the

surface diffusivity, growth kinetic, and the films stoichiome-

try are controlled by oxidation of arriving species. At reduc-

ing oxygen pressures, the spectrum of expanding plume

indicates that the oxidation species in the plasma plume can

be controlled by the total argon pressure, which in turn con-

trols the quality of the thin films, including the electrical

properties of SrVO3.
FIG. 4. The normalized spectra of the oxidized Vanadium in the plasma

plume expanding of the SrVO3 target.
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See supplementary material for the reciprocal mapping

of the SrVO3 thin film, RHEED intensity of the thin grown

in the optimal conditions, fitting parameters of resistivity as

a function of temperature, optical emission spectroscopy

spectra of plume of V2O3, V2O5, and SrO, and AFM and

XRD studies of the films grown at varying T-S distances.
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